
 

 

Vee Tires ... Despite having ridden many branded tires in various sizes, Thai tire adventure is only my 

second experience…to be honest. The first approach ended up pretty quickly, because somehow I 

could not get used to the fluo-pink color of Vee Mission Commands. Meanwhile I had realized that  I 

want something with “a claws”  

________________________________________ 

  

Michael, my team mate was so magnanimous that he had agreed to exchange the pink set for the pair 

of Bulldozers in sober black paint. Was it a good deal? You will find out after the (still ongoing) review 

of Thai tires on Polish soil. 

The whole story began with a long wait for the Vees (thanks once again to Mario Zimmerman from 

Vee Tires!). By nature I am a pessimist, so I did not believe that package from such a remote part of 

the globe will reach an even more remote place where white bears are said to walk along the streets 

in winter. Apart from that, seriously,  it's just who would want to send winter tires to the country where 

snow is sometimes more often seen on postcards than in reality. To my surprise they arrived. So 

someone out there has still faith in us. Praise the Lord. 



 

 

The received set of  famous Vee “Bulldozer” is in fact a refreshed model for 2016. As for me, the big 

plus was a fairly universal size 4.25 ", which is a nice compromise of traction adhesion and a very decent 

weight. And It is not yet the end of good news. In addition, Bulldozers’ sidewalls are wearing such a 

magical inscription as: "Silica compound, tubeless ready, 120TPI" – shortly saying - high end! 

  

Tubeless tires with 120 TPI casing are practically a standard in this class, and so it does not need much 

dwelling on, but what is "silica compound"? Well, this is an original blend of rubber mixed with silica. 

What does it give in return? The increase in price for this very version. But seriously, the manufacturer 

claims that tires equipped with silica and with properly set pressure exhibit reduced rolling resistance 

and better traction on wet surfaces. Silica compounds are also more flexible and soft at low 

temperatures. Weight of these gummy slippers declared by the manufacturer is 1340g per  tire. 

Regarding the width and aggressive thread pattern – it’s pretty awesome! 

In current Vee’s offer we have two different Bulldozers - 4.25 "or 4.70" wide. Both variants are divided 

in turn into 3 sub-versions: S.C.- silica compound (rubber mixed with silica), PSC- pure silica compound 

(pure silica) and multiple MPC -purpose compound (Standard hardest and most durable blend). As 

mentioned earlier, a 120TPI casing is common for all Bulldozer family. Depending on the version weigh 

ranges from 1340g to 1640g. So, reviewed model is the lightest tire in catalog of Bulldozer range. 

At first glance, both tires  do a really positive impression. They are manufactured with the utmost care 

and precision. There is no question about the uneven casing and other irregularities sometimes found 

in cheaper products. The side walls are not "paper like" so bode well for the long-term, trouble-free 

operation.  



 

After harnessing the banana on the face came time for checking real parameters of the pair. First 

weighting. Ouch, it hurts: 1414g and 1433g. Quite a discrepancy in weight. Well, shit happens – they 

say, but it’s still not that bad comparing to the pinky Commands, Michal received in exchange.  

Second – width and height. Thanks to the aggressive tread, Vee Bulldozer not only visually look wide 

but are a real large volume gummies. Calliper measurement shows 4 inches with a minimum quarter 

surplus – real perfection –  in compliance to declaration of the Thai manufacturer. 



 
 

 

Mounting tires on my rims (Sunringle Mulefut 80SL) was relatively heavy, but as it turned out, was the 

only foretaste of real difficulties. I’ve found it out just few minutes later when I realized I had mounted 

rear tire  inversely to the recommended rolling direction. To make matter worse I have pumped it up  

very properly – Vee Bulldozer  got tightly sealed  with a characteristic “pop” sound. Standing ovation 

Mr Bartek!  The only good news: such duo: my Mulefuts + Bulldozer create a perfect (even too perfect) 

match and an almost inseparable whole. 

So believe me or not but the difficulty of dismantling is 10/10. No pain no gain but do not try this at 

home as you might end crazy. At least I am pretty sure that spontaneous rolling these tires off the rim 

at even very low pressure is likely mission impossible. 



 

 
Due to the greenhouse effect in Poland, Bulldozers mainly had been tested in fairly dry conditions . 

First riding impression – these gummies are absolutely not developed for the asphalt, so the only “fine” 

thing I will say about their behavior on a black ground is their menacing hum like one of a “muscle” 

car. Yummy!.  

Tire tread is quite aggressive, which makes it ideal for trail riding. The central part is composed of 

alternating single broad block and two smaller ones. Thanks to such pattern, grip during braking and 

acceleration is at a very high level. On the sides we have two rows of very densely spaced blocks, which 

make cornering  a state of the art. You simply  cannot "derail" off the trail.  

Bulldozers truly resemble real machines since they also perform well on sandy and loose ground. 

Well, but what about performance of Thai slippers in a blizzard and deep snow? The answer is pretty 

easy to guess – they don’t disappoint presenting high culture of work. They are very predictable and 

generally go where the operator wishes to. Of course 4.25” might not be enough for deep snow and 

in such case good riding skills are highly welcomed. What captivated me most is their traction in tight 



turns. The grip level is like a fairy tale. One thing is crucial, obvious for any fat tire – tire pressure.  

 

The trick, is to find the "G-spot" where we have maximum traction and proper control and the tire 

does not show excessive self-control. Experimenting with the air pressure can give spectacular results, 

particularly during up-hills, where Bulldozers can dig in like crazy. 

Considering my (rider’s) total weigh and riding habits above sweet spot certainly is found within the 

pressure range recommended by the manufacturer, which ranges from 0.6 to 1.4 bar.  although it can 

be way less. Minimally, I managed to go down to 0.4 bar, below this point my Bulldozers changed into 

self-steering creatures. 

Alright, so do they have any disadvantages? Well, honestly saying the only real pain in the butt is their 

quite noticeable rolling resistance. Comparing to my other two sets of fat tires it feels like dragging an 

anchor behind your bike.  

One still unknown thing is their wear resistance. Up to today, however, they still do not show signs of 

wear and tear, enough to judge it one or other way. 

Time to sum up this story. If by any chance you are at the beginning of your adventure with fat tires, 

looking for versatility and ingenuity in almost all conditions, it is very, very likely these tires will leave 

up to your needs. Real high performance “trail rig”. And if you simply don’t give a damn about each 

extra rotating gram nor a bit higher rolling resistance then you might even fall in love with this slippers. 

And if my recommendation is yet not enough then do check out fat bike manufacturers, who decided 

on the installation of Bulldozer tires on their fatties. 
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